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RAPID POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION ON STEIN
MANIFOLDS
AUÐUNN SKÚTA SNÆBJARNARSON
Abstract. In this paper we generalize to a certain class of Stein manifolds the Bernstein-
Walsh-Siciak theorem which describes the equivalence between possible holomorphic con-
tinuation of a function f defined on a compact set K in CN to the rapidity of the best
uniform approximation of f on K by polynomials. We also generalize Winiarski’s the-
orem which relates the growth rate of an entire function f on CN to its best uniform
approximation by polynomials on a compact set.
1. Introduction
The famous Runge-Oka-Weil theorem can be phrased in the following way:
If K ⊂ CN is compact and polynomially convex, then
limn→∞ dK(f,Pn) = 0 for every f ∈ O(K).
Here Pn is the set of polynomials in CN of degree less than or equal to n and
dK(f,Pn) := inf{‖f − p‖K : p ∈ Pn} is the best uniform approximation of f on
K by polynomials in Pn. In [13] Siciak proves a precise quantitative version of the
Oka-Weil-Runge theorem. More specifically, provided certain regularity conditions
on K, he proves that
lim sup
n→∞
(dK(f,Pn))1/n ≤ L−1(1)
if and only if f extends as a holomorphic function to {z ∈ CN ; VK(z) < log(L)}.
Here VK denotes the Siciak-Zakharyuta extremal function defined as the supremum
of all entire plurisubharmonic functions u of minimal growth with u|K ≤ 0 (see for
example [14] or [11]). Taking Siciak’s theorem into consideration, we say that a
function f admits to rapid approximation by polynomials on K if (1) is true for
some L > 1. Goncar [8, 9, 10] and Cirka [4, 5] have proven theorems in a similar
spirit, regarding rapid approximation by rational functions on CN (defined in an
analogous way).
Following Stoll [16] we say that a manifold X of complex dimension N is S-parabolic
if it possesses a plurisubharmonic (psh) exhaustion function τ which is maximal
outside a compact subset S of X. Such an exhaustion function is called a special
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exhaustion function. The function τ being maximal outside S is equivalent to
(i∂∂¯τ)N = 0 on X \ S. We say that an entire function f on X is a τ -polynomial if
there are constants t, C ≥ 0 such that
log |f(z)| ≤ tτ+(z) + C, z ∈ X.
In their work [1, 2, 3], Aytuna and Sadullaev consider the Fréchet-space O(X)
of holomorphic functions on X. They construct an example of an S-parabolic
manifold where the τ -polynomials are not dense inO(X). Zeriahi [19, 20] introduces
analogues of classical pluripotential theory to S-parabolic Stein manifolds. He
generalizes the theorem of Siciak and a theorem of Winiarski [17] to algebraic
varieties.
In this paper we consider a Stein manifold X with a psh exhaustion function ψ such
that the (1, 1)-form i2∂∂¯e
ψ satisfies certain curvature properties (which we discuss
in detail in Section 3). When the curvature properties in question are satisfied, we
prove a theorem on rapid approximation by ψ-polynomials on compact subsets of
X. We also prove a generalization of Winiarski’s theorem to such manifolds. Our
main results are stated in Section 3 and proven in Section 5. In Section 4 we look at
a few examples of functions ψ satisfying the aforementioned curvature properties.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank his doctoral advisor, Ragnar
Sigurðsson, for reviewing this paper and giving helpful comments. This project was
funded by The Doctoral Grants of The University of Iceland Research Fund and
by The Icelandic Center for Research (Rannís) grant no. 152572-052.
2. Preliminaries
Let X be a Stein manifold and ψ : X → R be a plurisubharmonic exhaustion
function. The notion of a ψ-polynomial on X was introduced by Zeriahi in [19].
Definition 2.1. We say that a function f ∈ O(X) is a ψ-polynomial if there exist
constants t and C such that
log |f(z)| ≤ tψ+(z) + C, z ∈ X,(2)
where ψ+(z) := max{0, ψ(z)} is the positive part of ψ. We denote by Pψ the space of
ψ-polynomials on X and for a fixed t > 0 we denote by Pψt the set of ψ-polynomials
on X satisfying inequality (2) for some constant C. If f is a ψ-polynomial on X
then the ψ-degree of f is
degψ(f) := inf{t > 0 : f ∈ Pψt }.
Note that if X = CN and ψ(z) = log ‖z‖ then the notion of a ψ-polynomial coin-
cides with the classical notion of a polynomial. The polynomial spaces Pτt are of
particular interest when the function τ is a special exhaustion because then they
are of finite dimension. More specifically we have:
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Proposition 2.2 ([19], Théorème 4.8). If τ is a special exhaustion function on the
N -dimensional manifold X, there exists a constant M such that
dimPτn ≤
(
N + nM
N
)
, n ∈ N.
In [19, 20] Zeriahi considers the case when X is an affine algebraic variety and
proves theorems similar to the theorems of Oka-Weil and Siciak. In [1, 2, 3] Aytuna
and Sadullaev consider the polynomial space Pτ when τ is a special exhaustion
function. They construct an example where the polynomial space Pτ consist only
of the constant functions, and another one where Pτ is not trivial, but still not
dense in the Fréchet-space of holomorphic functions O(X). As a corollary to our
main results of this paper we find sufficient conditions for Pτ to be dense in O(X).
As an analogue to the classical Lelong class L on CN we define the ψ-Lelong class
on X to be the set
Lψ := {u ∈ PSH(X); ∃C ≥ 0 such that u ≤ ψ+ + C on X}
where ψ is any psh exhaustion on X and we define
L+ψ := {u ∈ Lψ; ∃C ≥ 0 such that ψ ≤ u+ + C on X}.
If ψ is a special exhaustion function then Lψ is an abstract Lelong class in the sense
of [21]. This means that for any compact non-pluripolar set K ⊂ X the extremal
function
VK,ψ(z) := sup{v(z); v ∈ Lψ, v|K ≤ 0}, z ∈ X
is well defined, i.e. we have VK,ψ <∞. Indeed, the upper semi-continuous regular-
ization V ∗K,ψ is a member of Lψ. We also define the function
ΦK,ψ(z) = sup{|f(z)|1/t; f ∈ Pψt , ‖f‖K ≤ 1, t > 0}.
In the case when X = CN and ψ(z) = log ‖z‖ the function ΦK := ΦK,ψ was origi-
nally introduced by Siciak [13] in order to extend classical results of approximation
and interpolation to holomorphic functions of several complex variables. Later,
Zakharyuta [18] defined the extremal function VK := VK,ψ with X = CN and
ψ = log ‖z‖. It is well known that log ΦK = VK for every compact K ⊂ CN (see
for example [11, Theorem 5.1.7]), but on a more general manifold such an equality
might not be true, even if we assume ψ to be a special exhaustion function. In-
deed, as mentioned before, there exists an example of a special exhaustion ψ on a
manifold X such that Pψ consists only of the constants [3], in which case we have
log ΦK,ψ ≡ 0. In general we have log ΦK,ψ ≤ VK,ψ.
3. Results
In this section we present the main results of this paper. All results are proven in
Section 5. First we must introduce some notation. Recall that if ω is a Kähler-form
on X with coefficients ωj,k with respect to a given coordinate system then the Ricci
curvature of ω is given as follows
Ricci(ω) = −i∂∂¯ log(Det(ωj,k)).
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For any z ∈ X, r > 0 we denote by B(z, r, ω) the geodesic ball with center z and
radius r with respect to the metric ω.
Definition 3.1. Let ψ be a psh exhaustion function on the N -dimensional manifold
X and assume that the (1, 1)-form i2∂∂¯e
ψ is smooth and strictly positive outside a
compact subset S of X.
(i) Let θ ∈ PSH(X). We say that θ is a Ricci compensator for ψ if it is continu-
ous, strictly psh in a neighborhood of S,
|θ| ≤ Aψ+ +B on X
for some constants A,B > 0 and
i
2∂∂¯θ + Ricci
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
) ≥ 0, on X \ S.
If there exists a Ricci compensator for ψ, then we say that ψ is Ricci com-
pensable.
(ii) We say that ψ induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions if for
every δ > 0 there are constants A,B such that for every z ∈ X \ S and every
function F ∈ O(B(z, δ, i2∂∂¯eψ))
|F (z)|2 ≤ eAψ+(z)+B
∫
B(z,δ,
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ)\S
|F |2 ( i2∂∂¯eψ)N .
Our first main result is the following.
Theorem 3.2. Let ψ be a psh exhaustion function on X which is Ricci compensable
and induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions. Let K ⊂ X be compact
and ϕ ∈ L+ψ be a continuous function satisfying ϕ|K ≤ 0. Then for every L ∈]1,∞[
and every function f holomorphic on KL := {z ∈ X; ϕ(z) < log(L)} we have
lim sup
t→∞
(
dK(f,Pψt )
)1/t
≤ L−1.
Notice that if the function ψ is a member of Lτ for some special exhaustion function
τ then the polynomial spaces Pψt have finite dimension (this follows directly from
Proposition 2.2). This means that Theorem 3.2 is, in some sense, the strongest in
this case. We should note though, that for a given special exhaustion function τ it
is not always possible to find ψ ∈ Lτ satisfying the properties of Definition 3.1 (for
instance if Pτ consists only of constants). We then need larger polynomial spaces
if we want to apply Theorem 3.2.
If ψ ∈ Lτ for a special exhaustion function τ , then the extremal function VK,ψ is
well defined. If VK,ψ happens to be continuous as well, then we can take ϕ to be
equal to VK,ψ in Theorem 3.2. In this case the converse of Theorem 3.2 is true as
well:
Proposition 3.3. If ψ ∈ Lτ for some special exhaustion function τ and f : K → C
is any function s.t.
lim sup
t→∞
(
dK(f,Pψt )
)1/t
≤ L−1(3)
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for some L > 1, then f is the restriction to K of a function holomorphic on the set
KL = {z ∈ X; VK,ψ(z) < log(L)}.
Observe that if inequality (3) holds for every L > 0, then f is the restriction to K
of an entire function, also denoted by f . If f is of finite order % and of finite type
σ with respect to %, then we have a more precise estimate of dK(f,Pψt )1/t. More
precisely, we have a generalization of a theorem of Winiarski [17] for the special
case X = CN and ψ = log ‖z‖.
Theorem 3.4. Assume ψ is Ricci compensable and induces an integral estimate
for holomorphic function. Further assume that for every r > 0 there exist constants
A,B such that ∫
{ψ(z)<log(L)}
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
)N ≤ eALr+B , L > 1.(4)
Let K ⊂ X be compact and ϕ ∈ L+ψ be a continuous function on X satisfying
ϕ|K ≤ 0. Then for any entire function f on X satisfying the growth estimates
lim sup
r→∞
log+ log ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r)}
log(r)
≤ % and lim sup
r→∞
log ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r)}
r%
≤ σ,(5)
for some % > 0, σ ≥ 0, we have
lim sup
t→∞
t1/%(dK(f,Pψt ))1/t ≤ (eσ%)1/%.(6)
If ψ ∈ Lτ for some special exhaustion function τ and we take ϕ := VK,ψ then the
converse holds as well, i.e. if f is a function on K and inequality (6) holds, then f
extends to an entire function on X and inequalities (5) are true with ϕ replaced by
VK,ψ.
Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 are based on a third main result, in which we give an estimate
for dK(f,Pψt ) for fixed t.
Theorem 3.5. Let ψ be a psh exhaustion on X such that i2∂∂¯e
ψ is smooth and
strictly positive outside a compact set S and assume ψ induces an integral estimate
for holomorphic functions. Let K ⊂ X be compact and ϕ be a continuous psh
function on X satisfying:
(i) There is a constant t0 > 0 such that t0i∂∂¯ϕ + Ricci
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
) ≥ 0 on X \ S
and i∂∂¯ϕ > 0 on S,
(ii) ϕ ∈ Lψ,
(iii) ϕ|K ≤ 0.
Let L > 1, f be a function holomorphic on the set {z ∈ X; ϕ(z) < log(L)} and
 ∈]0, (L− 1)/2[. Then there are constants l, T0 neither depending on f nor L and
a constant M not depending on f , such that for any t ≥ T0 we have
dK(f,Pψt ) ≤M‖f‖{ϕ≤log(L−/2)}
(
1 + 
L− 
)t−l
.(7)
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If L is large enough we can write M = M0‖∂¯χ‖L2(X\S) where M0 is a constant
neither depending on f nor L and χ : X → R is any C∞ cutoff function with χ = 1
on {ϕ < log(L− )} and χ = 0 on {ϕ > log(L− /2)}. Here ‖∂¯χ‖L2(X\S) denotes
the L2 norm of ∂¯χ on X \S with respect to the measure ( i2∂∂¯eψ)N and the natural
norm on Λ0,1T ∗X induced by the metric
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ.
4. Examples
We start this section by proving two propositions. We then apply them to construct
a few examples of psh exhaustion functions ψ on Stein manifolds which are Ricci
compensable and induce an integral estimate for holomorphic functions.
Proposition 4.1. Let ψ be a psh exhaustion on X such that i2∂∂¯e
ψ is smooth and
strictly positive outside a compact set S. If there exist functions ,M : X → R+
and constants A,B > 0 satisfying
(z) ≥ e−(Aψ+(z)+B) and M(z) ≤ eAψ+(z)+B , z ∈ X,
such that for every z ∈ X \ S, there is a coordinate patch ξ : B(ζ, (z)) → X with
ξ(ζ) = z, ξ∗
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
) ≤ M(z)ω0 and ωN0 ≤ M(z) (ξ∗ i2∂∂¯eψ)N on B(ζ, (z)), then
ψ induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions.
Proof. Let δ > 0 and write r(z) = δ1 min{(z), (M(z))−1} where δ1 = min{1, δ}.
Since ξ∗( i2∂∂¯e
ψ) ≤M(z)ω0 on B(0, (z)) we have
ξ(B(0, r(z))) ⊂ B(z, δ1, i2∂∂¯eψ) ⊂ B(z, δ, i2∂∂¯eψ).
Let F be a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of the ball B(z, δ, i2∂∂¯e
ψ) and
denote by v2N the volume of the unit ball of dimension 2N . Then by the sub-mean-
value inequality on CN we have
|F (z)|2 = |F ◦ ξ(0)|2 ≤ 1
v2N (r(z))2N
∫
B(0,r(z))
|F ◦ ξ|2ωN0
≤ max{
−1(z),M(z)}2N
v2Nδ2N1
∫
B(0,r(z))
|F ◦ ξ|2M(z) (ξ∗ i2∂∂¯eψ)N
≤ max{
−1(z),M(z)}2NM(z)
v2Nδ2N1
∫
B(z,δ,
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ)
F ( i2∂∂¯e
ψ)N .
By assumption of the growth rate of  and M we get the result. 
Proposition 4.2. Assume ψ is an exhaustion function of the form
ψ(z) = log(|g1(z)|2 + ...+ |gm(z)|2), z ∈ X,
for some holomorphic functions g1, ..., gm ∈ O(X).
(i) The Ricci curvature of i2∂∂¯e
ψ is given with
Ricci
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
)
= −i∂∂¯ log
 ∑
1≤j1<...<jN≤m
|Det (Jac(gj1 , ..., gjN )) |2
 .
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where the sum is taken over every subcollection {j1 ≤ ... ≤ jN} ⊂ {1, ...,m} of
size N and Jac(gj1 , ..., gjN ) is the Jacobian of gj1 , ..., gjN with respect to any
local coordinate system.
(ii) If there exist constants A,B > 0 such that for every z ∈ X there exists
a subcollection {gj1 , ..., gjN } ⊂ {g1, ..., gm} and a neighborhood V of z such
that (gj1 , ..., gjN ) maps V bijectively to an open ball in CN of radius (z) ≥
e−(Aψ
+(z)+B) and such that for every gk ∈ {g1, ..., gm} \ {gj1 , ..., gjN } we have
i∂∂¯|gk|2 ≤ eAψ++Bi∂∂¯
N∑
s=1
|gjs |2 on V,(8)
then ψ induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions.
Proof. (i) Let (z1, ..., zN ) be some local coordinate chart. We have
i∂∂¯eψ =
∑
j,k,r
∂gr
∂zj
∂gr
∂zk
dzj ∧ dz¯k
and therefore, by the Cauchy-Binet formula, we have
(i∂∂¯eψ)N = Det
(∑
r
∂gr
∂zj
∂gr
∂zk
)
j,k
dV
=
 ∑
1≤j1<...<jN≤m
|Det (Jac(fj1 , ..., fjN )) |2
 dV.
The result now follows from definition of the Ricci curvature.
(ii) This is just a special case of Proposition 4.1 where the coordinate patch ξ is
defined as the inverse of the map z → (gj1(z), ..., gjN (z)). 
Now we apply propositions 4.1 and 4.2 to construct a few examples where our main
results can be applied.
Polynomials in CN . Let X = CN and let g1, ..., gm be polynomials on CN s.t.
ψ(z) := log(|g1(z)|2 + ...+ |gm(z)|2), z ∈ CN
is an exhaustion function. Further assume that the Jacobian of the map z →
(g1(z), ..., gm(z)) has full rank on CN . Then ψ is Ricci compensable and induces an
integral estimate for holomorphic functions. We do not prove this here since this is
a special case of our next example.
Affine algebraic manifolds. LetX ⊂ CM be a non-singular algebraic manifold
of dimension N and let g1, ..., gm be polynomials on X (i.e. each gj is the restriction
of a polynomial on CM to X). Assume that the function
ψ(z) = log(|g1(z)|2 + ...+ |gm(z)|2), z ∈ X
is an exhaustion function, and further assume that the Jacobian of the map X →
Cm, z → (g1(z), ..., gm(z)) has full rank on X. Then ψ is Ricci compensable and
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induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions. By Rudin [12], after a linear
change of variables, we can assume that X is a subset of
{z = (z1, ..., zN , zN+1, ..., zM ) = (z′, z′′) ∈ CM ; ‖z′′‖ ≤ A(1 + ‖z′‖)B}
for some positive constants A,B. This implies that the function τ := log ‖z′‖ is a
special exhaustion function on X. Since ψ ∈ LCτ for C > 0 large enough, we see
that the polynomial spaces Pψt have finite dimension.
We now prove that ψ is Ricci compensable and induces an integral estimate for
holomorphic functions. Our method is based on Demailly’s calculations from the
proof of [6, Proposition 10.1]. Indeed, we generalize this result by calculating the
Ricci curvature of i2∂∂¯e
ψ.
Let P1, ..., Pr be generators of the ideal I(X) of polynomials in CM vanishing on
X and let s = M −N be the codimension of X. For each K = {k1 < ... < ks} ⊂
{1, ..., r} and each L = {l1 < ... < lN} ⊂ {1, ...,m} denote by JK,L the determinant
of the Jacobian of the functions gl1 , ..., glN , Pk1 , ..., Pks on CM . Further write
UK := X ∩ {z ∈ CM : dPk1 ∧ ... ∧ dPks(z) 6= 0}.
The sets UK form an open cover of X since it is non-singular. Denote by (z1, ..., zM )
the standard coordinates on CM , write T0 := {N + 1, N + 2, ...,M} and let w ∈ UK
be fixed. Without loss of generality we can assume that X can be parameter-
ized in the variables (z1, ..., zN ) in a neighborhood of w. That means that in a
neighborhood of w in CM we have
|DK,T0 |2 :=
∣∣∣∣Det(∂Pk∂zt )k∈K,t∈T0
∣∣∣∣2 6= 0
and therefore
dgl1 ∧ dg¯l1 ∧ ... ∧ dglN ∧ dg¯lN ∧ dPk1 ∧ dP k1 ∧ ... ∧ dPks ∧ dP ks
=|JK,L|2dz1 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ ... ∧ dzM ∧ dz¯M(9)
=
|JK,L|2
|DK,T0 |2
dz1 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ ... ∧ dzN ∧ dz¯N ∧ dPk1 ∧ dP k1 ∧ ... ∧ dPks ∧ dP ks .
Since the gradients ∇Pk are orthogonal to the tangent space of X we see that when
we restrict the forms from equation (9) to the submanifold X we have
dgl1 ∧ dg¯l1 ∧ ... ∧ dglN ∧ dg¯lN =
|JK,L|2
|DK,T0 |2
dz1 ∧ dz¯1 ∧ ... ∧ dzN ∧ dz¯N .
Now by applying Proposition 4.2 (i), and by noticing that the function log |DK,T0 |2
is pluriharmonic in a neighborhood of w, we see that
Ricci
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
)
= −i∂∂¯ log
∑
|L|=N
|JK,L|2, on UK .(10)
Now let K0 be fixed. For any K 6= K0 the function
aK,K0 := log
∑
|L|=N
|JK,L|2 − log
∑
|L|=N
|JK0,L|2
is pluriharmonic on UK ∩ UK0 since it is the difference of two local potentials of
the Ricci curvature. Moreover, this function is locally bounded from above on UK0
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and since UK0 \UK is an analytic subset of UK0 the function aK,K0 is psh on UK0 .
This is true for all K so the function
log
∑
|K|=s
eaK,K0 = log
∑
|K|=s,|L|=N
|JK,L|2 − log
∑
|L|=N
|JK0,L|2(11)
is plurisubharmonic on UK0 . Now define the function
θ = log
∑
|K|=s,|L|=N
|JK,L|2, on X.
By equations (10) and (11) we see that i∂∂¯θ + Ricci( i2∂∂¯e
ψ) ≥ 0 on X. Moreover,
since the Jacobian of g1, ..., gm has full rank on X, the functions |JK,L|2 never
vanish at the same time on X, i.e. we have θ > −∞ on X. By a simple application
of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz we can see that there exist constants A and B such that
|θ| ≤ Aψ+ +B on X and therefore θ is a Ricci compensator for ψ.
By applying Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz again we can find constants A1, B1 such that
for each z ∈ X we can find K = {k1, ..., ks} and L = {l1, ..., lN} such that
|JK,L(z)|2 ≥ e−(A1ψ+(z)+B1).
Since the derivatives of |JK,L|2 have polynomial growth it is simple to show that
(gl1 , ..., glN , Pk1 , ..., Pks) maps a neighborhood of z in CM bijectively to an open ball
in CM of radius (z) ≥ e−(A2ψ+(z)+B2) where A2, B2 are constants independent of
z. Since the functions Pk1 , ..., Pks vanish on X we see that (gl1 , ..., glN ) maps a
neighborhood of z in X to an open ball in CN of radius (z). Since the functions
gj are polynomials it is easy to see that inequality (8) is satisfied for some A,B.
The complex torus. Let X = CN/ZN be the complex torus and
ψ(z) = ‖ Im(z)‖ = ‖y‖, z = x+ iy ∈ X.
Then ψ is Ricci compensable and induces an integral estimate for holomorphic
functions. The function ψ is itself a special exhaustion function so the polynomial
spaces Pψt have finite dimension. Indeed the functions
ξa(z) := e
2pii〈z,a〉, a ∈ ZN , ‖a‖ ≤ t2pi , z ∈ X,(12)
form a basis for Pψt for every t. In this case we can apply our main theorems to
prove classical results from Fourier analysis.
We now prove these statements. It is simple to show that (i∂∂¯‖y‖)N = 0 if y 6= 0
so ψ is a special exhaustion function. Now suppose p ∈ Pψt for some t. Since p is
periodic it is of the form p(z) =
∑
a∈ZN cae
2pii〈z,a〉 for some constants ca. By the
Paley-Wiener theorem we see that p is the Fourier-transform of a distribution with
support on B(0, t) ⊂ RN . Therefore we have ca = 0 if ‖a‖ > t2pi and the functions
from (12) form a basis for Pψt .
If ‖y‖ ≥ 1, then the largest eigenvalue of the metric
i
2
∂∂¯eψ =
ieψ
8
∑
1≤j,k≤N
(
δj,k
‖y‖ +
yjyk(‖y‖ − 1)
‖y‖3
)
dzj ∧ dz¯k
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is λ1 = eψ/4 and corresponds to the eigenvector y. Therefore we can apply Propo-
sition 4.1 with (z) = 12 (we can map the torus X to a strip in C
N of width one
centered at z) and M(z) = 14e
ψ(z)+ 12 so ψ induces an integral estimate for holo-
morphic functions. The metric i2∂∂¯e
ψ has one more eigenvalue λ2 = e
ψ
4‖y‖ which
corresponds to the (N − 1)-dimensional eigenspace of vectors perpendicular to y.
Therefore we have
Ricci
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
)
= −i∂∂¯ log(λ1λN−12 ) = −Ni∂∂¯ψ + (N − 1)i∂∂¯ logψ.
As a Ricci compensator we can take the function
θ = v +
{
Nψ − (N − 1) logψ, if ψ ≥ 2
2N − (N − 1) log 2, if ψ < 2
where v ∈ Lψ is any function which is strictly psh on {ψ < 2}. It is a simple
exercise to show that θ is indeed psh.
The complement of a graph of a holomorphic function. Let f : CN−1 → C
be a holomorphic function in (N − 1) variables and define
F (z) := zN − f(z′), z = (z′, zN ) ∈ CN .
Let X = CN \ {F = 0} and
ψ(z) := log
(‖z′‖2 + |F (z)|2 + |F−1(z)|2) , z ∈ X.
The function ψ is Ricci compensable and induces an integral estimate for holomor-
phic functions. In [2, Theorem 4.1] we see that τ := log(‖z′‖+|F (z)−1|2)−log |F (z)|
is a special exhaustion function. It is easy to see that ψ ∈ LCτ for C > 0 large
enough and therefore the polynomial spaces Pψt have finite dimension.
To prove these statements we first observe that applying Proposition 4.2 (i) gives
Ricci
(
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ
)
= −i∂∂¯ log(1 + |F |−2)
so we can take θ = log(1+|F |−2) as a Ricci compensator. The map z → (z′, F−1(z))
is a bijection from X to CN−1 × C∗ so we can take {z′, F−1} as the subcollection
mentioned in Proposition 4.2 (ii) and (z) = |F (z)|−1. We just have to check that
(8) from Proposition 4.2 is satisfied. Indeed we have
i∂∂¯|F |2 = |F |4i∂∂¯|F |−2 on X
so ψ induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions.
5. Proofs
In this section we prove all results from Section 3. Recall that X is always a
Stein manifold and ψ is a psh exhaustion function on X. We start with auxiliary
propositions.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that i2∂∂¯e
ψ is smooth and strictly positive outside a
compact subset S of X. Then there exists a Kähler form ω on X such that ω =
i
2∂∂¯e
ψ outside a compact subset of X. Moreover, the metric ω is complete.
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Proof. By adding a constant to ψ we can assume that ψ|S ≤ −1. We define
ω := i2∂∂¯
(
eΓ◦ψ + χu
)
where Γ : R → R is a smooth, increasing and convex function satisfying Γ(x) =
−1/2 for x ≤ −1 and Γ(x) = x for x > 0, u is any strictly psh function defined
in a neighborhood of {ψ ≤ 0}, χ : X → [0, 1] is a smooth function with χ = 1 on
{ψ ≤ −1/2} and χ = 0 on {ψ ≥ −1/4} and  is a small constant. We clearly have
ω = i2∂∂¯e
ψ on {ψ > 0} and ω is strictly positive on {ψ ≤ −1/2} ∪ {ψ ≥ −1/4}.
The form i2∂∂¯e
Γ◦ψ is strictly positive on {−1/2 ≤ ψ ≤ −1/4} so by choosing 
small enough we can make ω strictly positive on X.
On X \ {ψ ≤ 0} we have ω = i2eψ
(
∂ψ ∧ ∂¯ψ + ∂∂¯ψ) ≥ i2∂ψ ∧ ∂¯ψ and therefore
|dψ|ω = |∂ψ+ ∂¯ψ|ω ≤ 2|∂ψ|ω ≤ 2|∂ψ|∂ψ∧∂¯ψ = 2. By [7, Lemma VIII 2.4] the metric
is complete. 
For the rest of the section ω is a Kähler form as described in Proposition 5.1. By
adding a constant to ψ we can always assume that S = {ψ ≤ 0} and ω = i2∂∂¯eψ on
X \S. If v is a tangent vector in X we denote by ω(v) the length of v with respect
to the metric ω. Whenever we work in local coordinates (z1, ..., zN ) we write
∇g =
(
∂g
∂z1
, ...,
∂g
∂zN
)
and 〈v, w〉 =
N∑
j=1
vjwj
for every function g ∈ C1 and tangent vectors v, w.
Lemma 5.2. If B(z, r, ω) ∩ S = ∅ then |eψ(ζ)/2 − eψ(z)/2| ≤ r2 for every ζ ∈
B(z, r, ω).
Proof. For every tangent vector v we have
ω(v) =
i
2
eψ(∂∂¯ψ + ∂ψ ∧ ∂¯ψ)(v) ≥ eψ|〈∇ψ, v〉|2(13)
Let γ : [0, 1] → X be a geodesic from z to ζ of length r. By the fundamental
theorem of calculus, and by (13) we have
eψ(ζ)/2 − eψ(z)/2 =
∫ 1
0
∂
∂t
e(ψ◦γ)/2dt
≤ 1
2
∫ 1
0
e(ψ◦γ)/2|〈∇ψ, γ′〉|dt ≤ 1
2
∫
γ
ω
1
2 =
r
2
.

The following theorem is a special case of a famous result by Skoda [15].
Theorem 5.3. Let ϕ be a continuous psh function on X satisfying i2∂∂¯ϕ+Ricci(ω) ≥
0 on X. Then, for any (0, q)-form f with C∞ (resp. L2loc) coefficients satisfying
∂¯f = 0 and
∫
X
|f |2ωe−ϕωN < ∞ there is a (0, q − 1)-form u with C∞ (resp. L2loc)
coefficients such that ∂¯u = f and∫
X
|u|2ω(eψ + 1)−2e−2ϕωN ≤
1
2N
∫
X
s|f |2ωe−2ϕωN ,
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where s is a non-negative function on X which equals 1 on X \ S.
Proof. First assume that ϕ is C∞. Consider the line bundle E := X × C over X
with the trivial projection. On the fibers of E we define the Hermitian product
〈ζ1, ζ2〉z := (1 + eψ(z))−2ζ1ζ¯2
and denote by | · |2E = (1 + eψ(z))−2| · |2 the corresponding norm. Denote by
iΘ(E) = 2i∂∂¯ log(1 + eψ) the Chern curvature tensor on E with respect to this
metric (see for example comment (12.6) Chapter V in [7]). On X \ S we have
i(1 + eψ)2Θ(E) = 4ω + 4e2ψi∂∂¯ψ ≥ 4ω
so, by assumption on ϕ, we have
iΘ(E) + Ricci(ω) + i∂∂¯ϕ ≥ 4ω
(1 + eψ)2
(14)
on X \ S. Therefore the sum of the eigenvalues of the (1, 1)-form on the left hand
side of (14) with respect to the metric ω is larger than or equal to 4N(1 + eψ)−2.
Now, if we consider f as a section of the cotangent bundle of E, by [7, Theorem
VIII 6.5] we can find a (0, q − 1) form u such that ∂¯u = f and∫
X
|u|2Ee−2ϕωN ≤
1
4N
∫
X
s(1 + eψ)2|f |2Ee−2ϕωN ,
where s is a positive function equal to 1 onX\S. If we replace |·|2E by (1+eψ(z))−2|·|2
the result follows.
If ϕ is not C∞ we get the result by finding a decreasing sequence (ϕn)n∈N of C∞
psh functions such that ϕn ↘ ϕ in the L1loc topology and by taking the limit. Since
X is Stein, such a sequence exists. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By assumption (i) and compactness of S we can find a con-
stant T0 such that T0 i2∂∂¯ϕ+ Ricci(ω) ≥ 0. Let χ : X → R be a C∞ cutoff function
with χ = 1 on {ϕ < log(L − )} and χ = 0 on {ϕ > log(L − /2)}. For any
t > T0 we can apply Theorem 5.3 to find a function ut solving the ∂-equation
∂¯ut = ∂¯(fχ) = f∂¯χ on X and satisfying∫
X
|ut|2(eψ + 1)−2e−2tϕωN ≤ 1
2N
∫
X
s|f∂¯χ|2ωe−2tϕωN .(15)
Now we define the function pt := χf − ut. It is clear that pt is an entire function.
Let z ∈ X be such that B(z, 1, ω) does not intersect S or the support of χ. Then
ut = pt on B(z, 1, ω).
Since ψ induces an integral estimate for holomorphic functions (Def 3.1 (ii)) we can
find constants A and B (not depending on z or t) such that
|pt(z)|2 ≤ eAψ+(z)+B
∫
B(z,1,ω)
|ut|2ωN ,
≤ eAψ+(z)+B sup
ζ∈B(z,1,ω)
(
e2tϕ(ζ)(eψ(ζ) + 1)2
)∫
X
|ut|2(eψ + 1)−2e−2tϕωN .
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Since ϕ ∈ Lψ we can now use inequality (15) and Lemma 5.2 to show that pt ∈ Pψl+t
where l = A2 + 1.
Let r > 0 be small enough such that B(z, r, ω) ⊂⊂ {ϕ < log(1 + )} ⊂ {χ = 1} for
all z ∈ K. Then ut ∈ O(B(z, r, ω)) for z ∈ K. Since ψ induces an integral estimate
for holomorphic functions, and by the compactness of the sets S and K we can find
a positive constant C such that for every z ∈ K we have
|f(z)− pt(z)|2 = |ut(z)|2 ≤ C
(
sup
ζ∈B(z,r,ω)
1 + eψ(ζ)
)−2 ∫
B(z,r,ω)
|ut|2ωN
≤ C
(
sup
ζ∈B(z,r,ω)
e2tϕ(ζ)
)∫
X
|ut|2(eψ + 1)−2e−2tϕωN .(16)
By the definition of r we can estimate supζ∈B(z,r,ω) e2tϕ(ζ) with (1 + )2t and recall
that we have log(L− /2) > ϕ > log(L− ) on the support of ∂¯χ. By inequalities
(15) and (16) we therefore have
|f(z)− pt(z)|2 ≤ C(1 + )2t
∫
X
s|f∂¯χ|2ωe−2tϕωN
≤ C‖s‖X
(
1 + 
L− 
)2t
‖f‖2{ϕ<log(L−/2)}‖∂¯χ‖2L2(X), z ∈ K
where ‖s‖X is the sup-norm of s on X and ‖∂¯χ‖2L2(X) is the L2 norm of ∂¯χ with
respect to the metric ω and measure ωN . We have already seen that pt ∈ Pψl+t and
by replacing t with t−l we have the result withM = C‖s‖X‖∂¯χ‖L2(X). If L is large
enough the support of ∂¯χ does not intersect S and ‖∂¯χ‖L2(X) = ‖∂¯χ‖L2(X\S). 
Lemma 5.4. Let L,  > 0, ϕ ∈ L+ψ be continuous and θ be a continuous function
satisfying the growth condition
|θ(z)| ≤ Aψ+(z) +B, z ∈ X
for some constants A,B. Write ϕ˜t := (1− t−1)ϕ+ t−1θ. Then there exists T such
that for t > T we have
{z ∈ X; ϕ˜t(z) < L− } ⊂ {z ∈ X; ϕ(z) < L},(17)
and the function ϕ˜t is an exhaustion function.
Proof. It is trivial to check that
{z ∈ X; θ(z)− ϕ(z) ≥ 0} ∩ {z ∈ X; ϕ˜t(z) < L− } ⊂ {z ∈ X; ϕ(z) < L}
for every t > 0. Therefore we only need to show that
{z ∈ X; θ(z)− ϕ(z) < 0} ∩ {z ∈ X; ϕ˜t(z) < L− } ⊂ {z ∈ X; ϕ(z) < L}
for large enough t.
Since ϕ ∈ L+ψ and by (17) we can find positive constants C1 and C2 such that
|θ(z)| ≤ C1ϕ+(z) + C2, z ∈ X.
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If t > 2 and z is such that ϕ(z) > 1, then we have
ϕ˜t(z) = (1− t−1)ϕ(z)+t−1θ(z) > 1
2
(
ϕ(z)− 2
t
|θ(z)|
)
≥ ϕ(z)
2
(
1− 2C1
t
)
− C2
t
.(18)
Since ϕ is an exhaustion, inequality (18) implies that ϕ˜t is also an exhaustion
for t ≥ T0 := max{2C1 + 1, 2}. In particular the set {ϕ˜T0 ≤ L − } is compact
so the continuous function θ − ϕ has a lower bound −M < 0 on it. We define
T := max{T0, M }. Now let t > T and z ∈ {θ − ϕ < 0} ∩ {ϕ˜t < L − }. Since
θ(z)− ϕ(z) < 0 and t > T0 we have ϕ˜T0(z) < ϕ˜t(z) ≤ L−  so θ(z)− ϕ(z) ≥ −M
and
ϕ(z) = ϕ˜t(z)− t−1(θ(z)− ϕ(z)) < L− − 
M
(−M) = L.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let  ∈]0, (L−1)/2[ and let θ be a Ricci compensator for ψ.
By adding a constant to θ we can assume θ < 0 onK. Now apply Lemma 5.4 to find
T > 0 such that {ϕ˜T < log(L−)} ⊂ {ϕ < log(L)} where ϕ˜T := (1−T−1)ϕ+T−1θ.
We can now apply Theorem 3.5 with ϕ replaced by ϕ˜T and with L replaced by L−.
For t large enough we have
dK(f,Pψt ) ≤M‖f‖{ϕ˜T≤log(L−3/2)}
(
1 + 
L− 2
)t−l
.
and
lim sup
t→∞
(dK(f,Pψt ))1/t ≤ lim sup
t→∞
(
1 + 
L− 2
) t−l
t
=
1 + 
L− 2 .
Since  > 0 was arbitrary the result follows. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. By assumption there is a sequence (pn)n∈N of functions
on X such that pn ∈ Pψn for all n ∈ N and ‖pn − f‖K ≤ (L − (n))−n where
 : N → R+ is a decreasing function satisfying limn→∞ (n) = 0. We claim that
the sum p1 +
∑∞
n=1(pn+1 − pn) is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of
{VK,ψ < log(L)}. Indeed for l < L we have
‖pn(z)− pn−1(z)‖{VK,ψ(z)≤l} ≤ ‖pn − pn−1‖K‖eVK,ψ‖{VK,ψ(z)≤l}
≤ (‖pn − f‖K + ‖f − pn−1‖K) ln ≤ 2l
(
l
L− (n− 1)
)n−1
.
Since l < L and (n) converges to 0 the series converges. It is obviously equal to f
on K. 
Lemma 5.5. For a, % > 0 we have
∞∑
n=1
(a
n
)n/%
≤ 1 + 2%ae ae% .
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Proof. Since (a/n)n/% < 2−n for n > b2%ac we have ∑∞n=b2%ac+1 ( an)n/% ≤ 1. The
function x→ (a/x)x/% is maximized when x = a/e. Therefore
b2%ac∑
n=1
(a
n
)n/%
≤ b2%ac
(
a
a/e
) a/e
%
≤ 2%ae ae% .

Lemma 5.6. Let ϕ ∈ L+ψ and L0 > 1 be large enough such that {ψ < 1} ⊂ {ϕ <
log(L0)}. Then for any constants L1, L2 with L2 > L1 > L0 there exists a func-
tion χ ∈ C∞(X) with χ = 1 on {ϕ < log(L1)}, χ = 0 on {ϕ > log(L2)} and
‖∂¯χ‖2L2(X) ≤ M1L
2
2
L2−L1
∫
{ψ≤log(L2)+M2} ω
N where M1 and M2 are constants indepen-
dent of L1 and L2.
Proof. Let χ0 ∈ C∞(R) be such that χ0(x) = 1 if x ≤ 1 and χ0(x) = 0 if x ≥ L2/L1.
We can choose such a function such that ‖χ′0‖R ≤ 2(L2/L1 − 1)−1. Now define
χ(z) = χ0
(
eϕ(z)/L1
)
, z ∈ X.
We clearly have χ = 1 on {ϕ < log(L1)} and χ = 0 on {ϕ > log(L2)} so we only
have to prove the estimate for ‖∂¯χ‖2L2(X). First notice that
|∂¯χ|2ωωN ≤
‖χ′0‖R
L1
|∂¯eϕ|2ωωN ≤
2
L2 − L1 |∂¯e
ϕ|2ωωN
=
2i
L2 − L1 ∂e
ϕ ∧ ∂¯eϕ ∧ ωN−1 ≤ i
L2 − L1 (∂∂¯e
2ϕ) ∧ ωN−1.(19)
By assumption there exists a constant C such that ϕ+ − C ≤ ψ+ ≤ ϕ+ + C
on X. Let Γ0 ∈ C∞(R) be such that Γ0(x) = 1 if 1 ≤ x ≤ log(L2) + C and
Γ0 = 0 if x ≤ 0 or x ≥ log(L2) + C + 1. The function Γ0 can be chosen such that
max{‖Γ′0‖R, ‖Γ′′0‖R} ≤ 4. Now define Γ := Γ0 ◦ ψ. Then Γ equals 1 on the support
of the (0, 1)-form ∂¯χ and the support of Γ is a subset of
F := {0 ≤ ψ(z) ≤ log(L2) + C + 1} ⊂ X.
Recall that we have ω = i2∂∂¯e
ψ on F . By (19) we have
‖∂¯χ‖2L2(X) =
∫
X
Γ|∂¯χ|2ωωN ≤
1
L2 − L1
∫
F
Γ(i∂∂¯e2ϕ) ∧ ωN−1
=
1
L2 − L1
∫
F
e2ϕ(i∂∂¯Γ) ∧ ωN−1
≤ 1
L2 − L1
∫
F
4e2(ψ+C)i(∂ψ ∧ ∂¯ψ + ∂∂¯ψ) ∧ ωN−1
≤ 8L
2
2e
2C+1
L2 − L1
∫
F
e−ψωN ≤ 8L
2
2e
2C+1
L2 − L1
∫
{ψ≤log(L2)+C+1}
ωN .

Proof of Theorem 3.4. Assume inequalities (5) are true and let  > 0. We first
consider the case when ϕ satisfies (i) from Theorem 3.5. By assumption there is a
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constant C such that
‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r)} ≤ C exp((σ + )r%), r ≥ 1.(20)
Since f is entire, inequality (7) from Theorem 3.5 is true for all L > 1 and all large
t. In particular if we take L = L(t) := (t/(%σ))%
−1
+ /2 then by (7) and (20) we
have
dK(f,Pψt ) ≤M0C exp
(
(σ + )t
%σ
)
‖∂¯χt‖L2(X)
(
1 + 
L(t)− 
)t−l
(21)
for every t large enough. Here χt is a cut-off function with χt = 1 on {ϕ <
log(L(t)− )} and χt = 0 on {ϕ > log(L(t)− /2)}. By Lemma 5.6 and assumption
(4) (taking r = %/2) there are constants M1,M2, A,B such that
‖∂¯χt‖2L2(X) ≤
M1(L(t)− /2)2
/2
∫
{ψ≤log(L(t)−/2)+M2}
ωN
≤ M1(L(t)− /2)
2
/2
exp
(
Ae
M2%
2 (L(t)− /2) %2 +B
)
=
2M1

(
t
%σ
)2%−1
exp
(
Ae
M2%
2
(
t
%σ
) 1
2
+B
)
.(22)
Now, combining (21) and (22), we get
lim sup
t→∞
t(dK(f,Pψt ))%/t ≤ exp
(
σ + 
σ
)
(1 + )%%σ.(23)
Since (23) is true for all  > 0 the result follows.
Now consider the case when ϕ does not satisfy (i) from Theorem 3.5. Let θ be a
Ricci compensator for ψ satisfying θ|K ≤ 0, and let T be large enough such that
ϕ˜T (as defined in Lemma 5.4) is an exhaustion function. Then clearly the function
ϕ := (1 − )ϕ + ϕ˜T satisfies (i) − (iii) from Theorem 3.5. Moreover, since ϕ˜T is
an exhaustion, we have
{ϕ ≤ log(r)} ⊂ {(1− )ϕ ≤ log(r)},
and ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r)} ≤ ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r1/(1−))}(24)
for r > 1 large enough. By assumption (5) and by (24) we have
lim sup
r→∞
log+ log ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r)}
log(r)
≤ lim sup
r→∞
log+ log ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r1/(1−))}
(1− ) log(r1/(1−)) ≤
%
1− 
and
lim sup
r→∞
log ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r)}
r%/(1−)
≤ lim sup
r→∞
log ‖f‖{ϕ≤log(r1/(1−))}
(r1/(1−))%
≤ σ.
We can now apply our previous conclusion with ϕ replaced by ϕ and % replaced
by %/(1− ) and we have
lim sup
t→∞
t(dK(f,Pψt ))%/((1−)t) ≤ e
%
1− σ.
Since this is true for every  > 0 the result follows.
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To prove the converse, assume inequality (6) is true with ϕ replaced by VK,ψ. Then
for  > 0 we can find M such that for any n ≥M there is a function pn ∈ Pψn such
that
‖f − pn‖K ≤
(
e%σ(1 + )
n
)n/%
.(25)
Consider the function G := pM +
∑∞
n=M (pn+1 − pn). Clearly we have G = f on
K. Moreover, by (25) and Lemma 5.5, we have
|G| ≤ |pM |+
∞∑
n=M
|pn+1 − pn| ≤ ‖pM‖KeMVK,ψ +
∞∑
n=M
‖pn+1 − pn‖Ke(n+1)VK,ψ
≤ ‖pM‖KeMVK,ψ +
∞∑
n=M
(‖pn+1 − f‖K + ‖pn − f‖K) e(n+1)VK,ψ
≤ ‖pM‖KeMVK,ψ + 2eVK,ψ
∞∑
n=M
(
e%σ(1 + )e%VK,ψ
n
)n/%
≤ ‖pM‖KeMVK,ψ + 2eVK,ψ
(
1 + 2%e%σ(1 + ) exp
(
%VK,ψ + σ(1 + )e
%VK,ψ
))
.
In particular we have
‖G‖{VK,ψ≤log(r)} ≤ ‖pM‖KrM + 2r(1 + 2%e%σ(1 + )r%eσ(1+)r
%
)
and now it is easy to see that
lim sup
r→∞
log ‖G‖{ϕ≤log(r)}
r%
≤ σ(1 + )
and the second inequality of (5) follows by letting  → 0. By simple calculus we
can show that the first inequality of (5) follows from the second one.

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